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Our mission

Shark Tank for everyone

Problem/Opportunity

Traditionally startups got funding from friends & family then
angels and occasionally VCs. Equity crowdfunding has
entered the equation allowing the crowd to support startups
that inspire them. For the first time startups can raise up to
$5 million per year from the crowd. NextPitch.tv showcases
the most innovative campaigns for the verdict of the crowd.

Solution/Value Proposition

We believe the time has come for a whole new breed of
pitching events where startups seek support from the
crowd. That's why we're called NextPitch.  We showcase
only the most inspiring and exciting campaigns that the
crowd can rate and support directly through the app.
Excitement with results.

Market

We plan to establish our NextPitch.tv show in the rapidly
emerging online video market using TikTok, YouTube and
Facebook ao to aggressively build our audience in a swiftly
growing $1.2 billion market that is expected to grow to over
10 billion as equity crowdfunding platforms like WeFunder
and Republic are going international.

Competitors
Since equity crowdfunding is a relatively recent
phenomenon there is only one show called GoingPublic that
provide direct crowd interaction. This is a very professionally
recorded show viewed online where viewers can "Click to
Invest".  Their featured starups are raising funds under Reg.
A while NextPitch.tv is focused on Reg.CF campaigns.

Competetive Advantage

While there are numerous successful TV shows like Shark
Tank and The Profit catering to aspiring entrepreneurs, none
of them include active and direct audience interaction like
nextpitch.tv which puts our event in a whole new category.

Business Model

Our primary sources of revenue will come from
• app subscriptions • sponsorship & • promotional fees.

Active community members will want to be able to rate
campaigns for themselves and indeed to establish a shadow
portfolio which will require a subscription.

Marketing Strategy

We will be using social media and other marketing tools to
build momentum for the show on NextPitch.tv to rapidly
build our audience for the show and subscribers to the app.
Our goal is to build a large community of fuelers, as we like
to call them, to support startups whose mission they believe
in.

Milestones

√  Produced NextPitch campaign video
√  Created NextPitch app for crowd participation
√  Organized 4 NextPitch events to test concept
•  Launch videocast on NextPitch.tv
•  Launch Test the Waters campaign on WeFunder

Funding and use of money
Raise $ 100.000  $ 500,000 $1,000,000
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Ops. $   20,000  $ 100,000 $   200,000
Dev. $   30,000  $ 150,000 $   300,000
Mktg. $   40,000  $ 200,000 $   400,000
R&D $   10,000  $   50,000 $   100,000
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